Recombinant viruses expressing a human malaria antigen can elicit potentially protective immune CD8+ responses in mice
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ABSTRACT Extensive studies on protective immunity to rodent malaria provided the basis for the current experiments in which mice were immunized with recombinant (re) influenza and vaccinia viruses expressing selected sequences of the circumsporozoite (CS) protein of the human malaria parasite Plasmodium falciparum. Mice of different H-2 haplotypes immunized with re influenza viruses expressing the immunodominant B cell epitope of this CS protein produced high titers of antibodies to the parasite. A cytotoxic T lymphocyte epitope of the CS protein of P. falciparum, PF3, recognized by CD8+ T cells of H-2a mice, was expressed in a re vaccinia virus (VacPf) and a re influenza virus (FluPf). Immunization of mice with either FluPf or VacPf elicited a modest CS-specific CD8+ T cell response detected by interferon γ secretion of individual immune cells. Priming of mice with FluPf, followed by a booster with VacPf, resulted in a striking enhancement of this T cell response. The reverse protocol, i.e., priming with VacPf followed by a booster with FluPf, failed to enhance the primary response. VacPf also greatly enhanced the primary response of mice injected with P. falciparum sporozoites or with a lipopeptide containing PF3. A booster with FluPf also amplified the response of lipopeptide- or sporozoite-primed mice but less than a VacPf booster did. Although mice are not susceptible to infection by P. falciparum sporozoites, we demonstrated that administration of two distinct immunogens expressing PF3 elicited activated, extravasating CS-specific T cells that protected against an intracerebral VacPf challenge.

Malaria is the most deadly tropical disease, killing 2–3 million people/year. It is widespread, occurring in more than 90 countries and causing more than 300 million infections annually. Recent efforts to prevent the spread of this disease and control it through chemotherapy and sampling of residual insecticides largely have failed because of the development of widespread drug resistance of the parasites, insecticide resistance of the mosquito vectors, and various socioeconomic factors. For these reasons, the development of a vaccine as an additional tool for malaria control has become most urgent.

The feasibility of developing an effective malaria vaccine was demonstrated by the finding that immunization with irradiated sporozoites confers complete protection (sterile immunity) against this infection not only to rodents and monkeys but also to humans (1). Since then, several sporozoite antigens, shared or not with those of liver stages, were identified as potential targets of protective immune responses. One of these antigens—the circumsporozoite (CS) protein, a major sporozoite surface antigen and liver stage component—has been investigated extensively and shown to elicit neutralizing antibodies and cell-mediated immunity (1, 2). In two experimental rodent malaria systems (Plasmodium berghei and Plasmodium yoelii), the transfer of either anti-CS antibodies or T cells to naive mice conferred full protection against challenge with sporozoites of the corresponding malaria species (3, 4).

Various approaches involving several synthetic constructs and recombinant (re) proteins combined with several adjuvants have been used to elicit maximal antibody titers against the malaria CS protein. More recently, T cell-mediated responses against the liver stages of malaria parasites have been elicited by immunizing mice with re viruses or bacteria expressing selected plasmodial antigens. These vectors were selected as delivery systems for the presentation and processing of immunogens by the class I pathway. By using this approach, we demonstrated that inoculating mice with a re influenza virus expressing either the immunodominant B and/or a cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL) epitope of the CS of P. yoelii, followed by the inoculation of a re vaccinia virus expressing the same plasmodial sequences, results in extensive protection against this infection (5).

In the current study, we have extended this experimental approach to P. falciparum, the most pathogenic human malaria parasite, with the aim of generating an experimental basis for the development of a vaccine against this life-threatening disease. In the course of these experiments, we found that sporozoites of P. falciparum can prime as well as boost the protective response elicited by re viruses expressing sequences of the CS protein. Based on this observation, it is hoped that infected mosquito bites may, in the future, reinforce and prolong the protective effect of vaccination of individuals living in malaria endemic areas.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Engineering re Influenza Viruses Expressing a CTL or B Cell Epitope of the CS Protein of P. falciparum. The re influenza virus expressing the B cell epitope of the CS protein of P. falciparum (WSN/PfB1) was constructed by inserting the plasmodial amino acid sequence (NANP)3 into antigenic site of P. falciparum influenza virus expressing the B cell epitope of the CS protein P. yoelii, followed by the inoculation of a re vaccinia virus expressing the same plasmodial sequences, results in extensive protection against this infection (5).

In the current study, we have extended this experimental approach to P. falciparum, the most pathogenic human malaria parasite, with the aim of generating an experimental basis for the development of a vaccine against this life-threatening disease. In the course of these experiments, we found that sporozoites of P. falciparum can prime as well as boost the protective response elicited by re viruses expressing sequences of the CS protein. Based on this observation, it is hoped that infected mosquito bites may, in the future, reinforce and prolong the protective effect of vaccination of individuals living in malaria endemic areas.
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Construction of a re Vaccinia Virus Expressing the Entire \textit{P. falciparum} CS Protein. An EcoRI fragment containing the gene of the \textit{P. falciparum} CS protein of the NEF5 strain was isolated from the plasmid pA13 (7). This DNA fragment was blunt-ended by treatment with a large fragment of \textit{Escherichia coli} DNA polymerase (Klenow), purified by agarose gel electrophoresis, and cloned into the \textit{Smal} site of the vaccinia virus insertion vector pSC11. As a result of this cloning strategy, we isolated a plasmid, pJRpfCS, containing the \textit{pjr} and cloned into the CS gene from the plasmid pA13 (7). This DNA fragment was blunt-ended for the helper epitope recognized by H-2k mice, was used in some experiments aimed at inducing CD8+ T cells. The tail and into the foot pads. The mice were killed 10 days later, and the number of CS-specific CD8+ T cells in their spleens were determined. The remaining five mice from each group were challenged i.c. by the injection of 10^3 pfu of Vac Pf. To prevent bacterial infection, 1 mg/ml tetracycline hydrochloride was added to the drinking water throughout the study. All mice were weighed daily from the day of challenge to the day of death.

Virus Replication in the Brain. The level of virus replication in the brain of individual mice was determined 5 days after their i.c. challenge. Individual brains were weighed and homogenized in known volumes of Hanks' balanced salt solution (Sigma). They then were frozen, thawed, sonicated, and centrifuged at 3,000 x g for 30 min. The supernatants kept on ice were diluted serially and placed on confluent CV-1 cells and overlaid with 1 ml of DMEM containing 2.5% fetal calf serum. After 2 days in a CO2 incubator at 37°C, the cells were stained with 0.1% crystal violet in 20% ethanol, and the number of virus plaques in the brain of individual mice was determined.

RESULTS

Induction and Persistence of Anti-Sporozoite Antibodies in Mice Immunized with WSN/PBI. The immunogenicity of WSN/PBI, expressing (NANP)_3, was determined in BALB/c (H-2b), C3H (H-2d), and B10 (H-2k) mice. After repeated immunization with irradiated sporozoites. These titers were comparable to or greater than those obtained by repeated immunization with irradiated sporozoites. Exposing mice to three doses of WSN/PBI resulted in antibodies to P. falciparum sporozoites that persisted at high levels for the 5-month observation period (Fig. 1). Anti-peptide reactivity determined by ELISA, in the same sera, also showed high titers in mice of all three strains.

Sequence of the CTL Epitope of the \textit{P. falciparum} CS Protein Recognized by Murine CD8+ T Cells: Its Immunogenicity and Strain Specificity. A 23-aa peptide originally was reported to contain the CTL epitope of the CS protein of \textit{P. falciparum} (7G8 strain) recognized by murine CD8+ T cells (10). The optimal length for peptide binding to major histocompatibility
complex class I molecules is usually between 8 and 10 aa, we decided to identify the precise sequence representing this epitope. Five overlapping 10-mer peptides (PF1–PF5) were synthesized corresponding to this 23-mer sequence. B10BR(H-2k) mice were immunized with a pool of these five peptides emulsified in IFA, adding the peptide CSB3, a universal T helper epitope of the CS protein. The spleens and lymph nodes of the mice were removed 10 days after s.c. immunization, and the T cells were incubated with target cells pulsed with the individual 10-mer peptides. A potent T cell response, revealed by secretion of IFN-γ, occurred only on incubation with the target cells pulsed with peptide PF3 (Fig. 2A), whereas the 23-mer peptide P1 gave a barely detectable response. A recent publication reached basically the same conclusion, namely that a nonamer peptide, differing only by the absence of the first N-terminal amino acid of PF3, contains this CTL epitope (15).

The immunogenicity of peptide PF3 was determined by immunizing B10BR mice with this peptide emulsified in IFA. The ELISPOT assay performed on lymph nodes and splenic T cells of the immunized mice revealed close to 300 PF3-specific IFN-γ-secreting T cells of the immunized mice were determined at the times indicated. After receiving the immunizing doses (indicated by arrows), the mice were bled monthly. Most mice received a first i.n. dose of 3 × 10^6 pfu followed 2 weeks later by the same i.n. dose and a third i.p. injection of 10 μg of the purified virus. Two BALB/c mice received a single immunizing dose of WSN/PiB1 (○). B6 control mice received a single immunizing dose of WSN ■.

An immediate ELISPOT assay failed to detect PF3-specific CD8+ T cells in the spleens of B10BR mice 10 days after intranasal (i.n.) exposure to 10^3, 10^4, or 10^5 pfu of FluPf. However, after 6 days of in vitro stimulation of these cells with PF3-pulsed LM1 target cells, CS-specific CD8+ T cells were detected in these FluPf immunized mice. The largest response occurred in mice immunized with 10^5 pfu of FluPf, which displayed ~3.4 × 10^4 IFN-γ-secreting cells/10^6 spleen cells (data not shown).

In view of these results, we considered the possibility that inoculation of the larger doses of FluPf (10^5 or 10^6 pfu) might have been immunosuppressive, decreasing the capacity of these animals to generate immune T cell responses. We therefore measured the response of splenic T cells of these same animals to peptide SDYEGRLI, a sequence of FluPf, which contains a CD8+ CTL epitope of the nucleoprotein of this virus. We detected 900 IFN-γ-secreting cells/10^6 spleen cells. Because the level of this response was comparable to that induced by immunization with the wild-type influenza virus, it indicated that the administration of 10^4 or 10^5 pfu of FluPf had not inhibited all CD8+ T cell responses.

A Single Immunizing Dose of FluPf or VacPf Induces Low Levels of PF3-Specific CD8+ T Cells. An immediate ELISPOT assay failed to detect PF3-specific CD8+ T cells in the spleens of B10BR mice 10 days after intranasal (i.n.) exposure to 10^3, 10^4,
A Booster with VacPf Greatly Enhances the Primary PF3-Specific CD8+ T Cell Response Elicited by Immunization with FluPf or Peptide PF3. Mice initially immunized with FluPf and later boosted with VacPf developed a PF3-specific CD8+ T cell response, which surpassed 2,500 IFN-γ-secreting T cells/10⁶ freshly isolated spleen cells (immediate ELISPOT) (Fig. 3A). This response demonstrated that the very limited primary CD8+ T cell response to PF3, induced by immunization with FluPf, can be enhanced greatly by a subsequent inoculation of these mice with VacPf. These results, obtained in B10BR mice, were confirmed in mice of a different background, the C3H strain that shares the H-2k haplotype. Exposing C3H mice first to FluPf, followed 2 weeks later by an immunizing dose of VacPf, also resulted in a significant increase in the number of PF3-specific CD8+ T cells. It was noteworthy that reversing the order of administration of these re viruses, i.e., priming mice with VacPf followed by a second immunizing dose of FluPf, failed to increase the level of PF3-specific CD8+ T cells beyond that observed after the initial dose of VacPf (Fig. 3A).

The CD8+ T cell responses of mice primed with the PF3 peptide also was greatly enhanced when it was followed by the administration of VacPf. This type of combined immunization resulted in ~2 × 10³ PF3-specific CD8+ T cells/10⁶ spleen cells (Fig. 3B). When we used the reverse schedule of immunization, the PF3 peptide failed to booster the response of VacPf-primed mice. The administration of two immunizing doses of the same re virus, or of peptide, i.e., VacPf, FluPf, or PF3 administered in IFA, failed completely to amplify the primary CD8+ T cell responses (Fig. 3A and B).

Immunogenicity of a Lipopeptide Based on the PF3 Sequence and Its Enhancement by VacPf or FluPf Booster. Immunization with lipopeptides recently was shown to induce CD8+ T cell-mediated immune responses not only in mice but also in humans. Their administration also was shown to be safe as well as effective (16). These demonstrations led us to attempt to determine whether lipopeptides based on the PF3 sequence could induce specific CD8+ T cells. C3H mice were immunized s.c. with 120 µg of (Palm)₂-KSS-DYENDIEKKI, to which 10 nmol of the T helper epitope CSB3 was added. The spleen cells of mice immunized with 120 µg of this lipopeptide and examined 12 days later by the ELISPOT assay displayed ~560 PF3-specific CD8+ T cells/10⁶ spleen cells. When this immunization was followed by the administration of either VacPf or FluPf, the PF3-specific CD8+ T cell response was increased greatly. Thus, when VacPf was used as the second immunizing dose, we detected 3,900 IFN-γ-secreting, PF3-specific CD8+ T cells/10⁶ spleen cells (Fig. 4). The administration of FluPf also considerably enhanced the peptide-specific CD8+ response elicited by the lipopeptide, reaching 2,700 PF3-specific CD8+ T cells/10⁶ spleen cells (Fig. 4). A second injection of lipopeptide failed completely to boost the response elicited by the first dose. The administration of wild-type influenza or vaccinia viruses to lipopeptide-primed animals failed to enhance their primary response.

Priming with P. falciparum Sporozoites Greatly Increases the PF3-Specific T Cell Responses to a Subsequent Immunization with FluPf or VacPf. We found that an initial exposure of mice to sporozoites subsequently immunized with VacPf or FluPf resulted in considerable enhancement of their PF3-specific CD8+
T cell response. Particularly striking was the booster effect of VacPf on the CS-specific T cell response of sporozoite-primed mice, resulting in 3,600 PF3-specific CD8+ T cells/10^6 splenocytes (Fig. 5A). FluPf also boosted the sporozoite-induced PF3-specific CD8+ T cell response, but to a lesser degree, whereas a booster with the PF3 peptide failed to enhance the sporozoite-induced response.

We also used the reverse protocol to determine the effect that exposure to P. falciparum sporozoites might have on the PF3-specific T cell response of mice primed by an earlier inoculation of FluPf or VacPf and exposed 1 month later to an i.v. injection of 10^5 sporozoites of P. falciparum. The ELISPOT assay showed a PF3-specific splenic T cell response that was enhanced by the sporozoite booster (Fig. 5B). However, an i.v. injection of sporozoites enhanced only minimally the PF3-specific T cell response induced by priming with this peptide.

**In Vivo Activation, Migration, and Protective Effect of PF3-Specific CD8+ T Cells.** Our next set of experiments, aimed to determine whether priming and boosting of mice with two distinct immunogens (both expressing the plasmodial CTL sequence) would generate functionally active PF3-specific T cells, capable of extravasating into internal organs where they could exert a protective role. The fact that mice are not susceptible to infection by sporozoites of the human malaria parasite P. falciparum makes it impossible to demonstrate directly, in vivo, the presence of protective malaria-specific T cells. We therefore used an indirect approach, developed years ago by Doherty et al. (17), for the detection of functionally active protective T cells in mice immunized against a pathogen that is not infective for mice.

Mice were immunized by an initial administration of lipopeptide (Palm)-PF3 followed by a booster with FluPf, also expressing the PF3 sequence. The challenge of the immunized and control animals was done by i.c. inoculation of VacPf, which by this route is highly pathogenic, replicating very rapidly. We found that the i.c. replication of VacPf was delayed considerably in the immunized mice compared with nonimmunized controls. In fact, in repeated experiments, VacPf was undetectable 5 days after challenge in the brains of the immunized animals at a time when it was detected in all control mice (Fig. 6). Weight loss due to viral infection occurred considerably later in immunized mice than in control mice. It is noteworthy that, in these experiments, PF3 was the only sequence shared between the two immunogens used for priming and boosting the mice (lipopeptide and FluPf) and VacPf used for the i.c. challenge. These results indicate that the partial inhibition of re vaccinia virus replication in the immunized compared with control mice was mediated by the migration of PF3-specific activated protective CD8+ T cells to the brain.

**DISCUSSION**

The experiments presented in this manuscript were based on earlier observations indicating that re viruses that express sequences of foreign antigens can elicit potent cellular and antibody responses against these sequences, particularly if they represent internal microbial antigens. Moreover, the current experiments are the logical follow-up of our success in eliciting extensive protection in mice immunized by successive inoculation of two distinct re viruses (influenza and vaccinia) expressing sequences of the CS protein of *P. yoelii* (5).

The key question addressed by the current experiments was whether this type of immunization could be applied successfully to antigens of human malaria parasites such as the CS of *P. falciparum*. We characterized the humoral and cellular responses elicited by immunizing mice with re viruses and other constructs expressing selected sequences of the CS protein, a major *P. falciparum* antigen. Because mice are not susceptible to infection...
by this parasite, protection against challenge could not be determined directly. This limitation was circumvented by using a modification of an approach originally described by P. Doherty (17) that provides the opportunity to detect the presence of in vivo-activated, extravasating, protective, CS-specific CD8+ T cells in immunized mice. By using this approach, we found that the replication of i.c. inoculated VacPf was remarkably reduced in mice primed with a lipopeptide containing the CS-specific CD8+ T cell epitope PF3 and boosted with FluPf expressing the same peptide sequence. The observed anti-viral effect was most likely caused by the recognition by activated, extravasating CD8+ T cells of PF3 expressed by VacPf used for challenge. In fact, PF3 was the only sequence shared between the two immunogens (lipopeptide and FluPf) and the i.c. VacPf challenge. As for the humoral immune response, we found that mice of three different H-2 haplotypes immunized with WSN/PB1 produced relatively high titers of antibodies that reacted with P. falciparum sporozoites. These antibody titers decreased only slightly during the 5-month observation period.

With regard to the T cell response, we defined a 10-aa peptide, PF3, that contains an epitope of the P. falciparum CS protein recognized very effectively by CS-specific CD8+ T cells. This 10-mer was contained within a 23-aa sequence originally described as containing a CD8+ T cell epitope of this antigen. Immunization of B10/BR or C3H (H-2H) mice with re influenza or vaccinia viruses expressing PF3 failed to elicit a CS-specific T cell response detectable by an Immediate ELISPOT assay. However, after 6 days of in vitro stimulation with PF3-pulsed target cells, CS-specific, IFN-γ-secreting CD8+ T cells were detected in the spleen of both FluPf as well as VacPf immunized mice.

Noteworthy and important from the perspective of vaccine development was our finding that a first immunizing dose of FluPf, followed 2 weeks later by an inoculation of VacPf, resulted in a striking increase in the number of CS-specific CD8+ T cells. Under these conditions, an immediate ELISPOT revealed 2,500 IFN-γ/10^6 spleen cells. Neither the reverse order of immunization, VacPf followed by an inoculation of FluPf, nor two successive immunizing doses of the same re virus had any booster effect. Priming with another immunogen based on the PF3 sequence, such as the corresponding lipopeptide, followed 2 days later by an immunizing dose of VacPf also resulted in a considerable enhancement of the primary CS-specific CD8+ T cell response.

Plausible explanations for the lack of adequate CS-specific priming by VacPf and for the highly effective booster it elicits might reside in the strong vaccinia-specific cellular response induced by an initial dose of this vector, competing and interfering with the T cell response to the foreign antigen. Priming with a different immunogen expressing PF3 circumvents this problem so that a booster with VacPf expressing PF3 elicits a great amplification of the earlier activated PF3-specific CD8+ T cells.

Probably most relevant to the situation in malaria endemic areas is our finding that the cellular response of mice to a single immunizing dose of sporozoites is enhanced greatly when it is followed by an inoculation of VacPf. This might indicate that the administration of a vaccine based on a viral vector, particularly vaccinia, expressing sporozoites and/or liver stage antigens of malaria parasites, could enhance greatly the usually low, inadequate immune response of most individuals exposed to multiple infected mosquito bites.

An HLA-based approach, termed “reverse immunogenetics”, led to the identification of peptides of CS and other sporozoite and/or liver stage antigens recognized by the presence of low levels of CD8+ T cells in the peripheral blood of individuals living in malaria endemic areas (18). Whether these human T cells can exert an inhibitory effect on the development of intra-hepatocytic stages of the malaria parasite remains uncertain.

In humans as in animals used in experiments, it is well established that high levels of anti-CS antibodies, which recognize the sporozoite surface, contribute to protection. This was demonstrated clearly by the complete resistance to sporozoite challenge of some and the delayed patency of other vaccinees immunized with (NANP)_3 conjugated to tetanus toxoid (19) or other carriers. Recently, there was further indication of the protective role of anti-CS antibodies based on the very high titers of antibodies to P. falciparum sporozoites, detected in the sera of six protected individuals in a group of seven sporozoite-challenged vaccinees (20). These individuals were immunized with a fusion protein containing most of the repeats and the C terminal region of the CS of P. falciparum plus the surface antigen of hepatitis B virus combined with several different adjuvants. The possibility that cell-mediated immunity contributed to this protection is supported by the finding that appreciable CS-specific T cell responses were detected on in vitro restimulation of the peripheral blood lymphocytes of these vaccinees (R. Ballou, personal communication). The fine epitope specificity and the subset of these T cells currently is being defined. However, it remains to be ascertained whether these T cells contributed to the observed protection.

The experimental data obtained by immunizing mice with VacPf, FluPf, and P. falciparum sporozoites by using attenuated re viral vectors expressing plasmodial antigens deserve to be investigated further as bases for a malaria vaccine. Cold-adapted influenza viruses (21) and the modified Ankara (MVA) strain of vaccinia (22) expressing plasmodial sequences would be vectors of choice, because they can be expected to be safe for human use.
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